2019 · SHOULD I INHERIT MY DECEASED SPOUSE’S IRA?
Start Here
Are you the sole
beneficiary to your
spouse’s Traditional IRA?

No

Yes

Did your spouse pass
away before their RBD
(April 1st, the year after
turning 70.5)?

No

Yes

You plan to use all the
assets in five years.

You want income and are
younger than 59.5.

Consider inheriting the IRA
as distributions from an
inherited IRA are never
subject to a penalty.

You must take the balance
of the account by the end
of the 5th year starting the
year after the spouse
passed away.

Consider electing the 5
year rule if you expect
significant expenses over
the next five years.

Which best describes
your situation:

Did your spouse satisfy
the RMD requirements
for the current year?

No

No RMD required if the
account is emptied within
five years.

You do not have to take an
RMD this year.

You must take the
remaining RMD amount
this year.

Yes
See “Can I Delay the RMD
From The Traditional IRA I
Inherited?” flowchart.

RMD is based on your life
expectancy using Uniform
Life Tables and begins in
the year you turn 70.5.

Are you older than your
deceased spouse?

You can always roll it into
your own IRA at a later
point.

No

Consider inheriting the IRA
if you are older than your
spouse.

Do you want income from
this account?

No

Are you younger
than age 59.5?

Yes

Consider rolling over the
IRA into your own IRA
because the RMD will be
less than if you inherited
the IRA.

RMD is based on your life
expectancy using Single
Life Table and must begin
on the later of the year
after the year your spouse
passed away or the year
your spouse would have
turned 70.5.

Yes

Yes

You don’t want income
and/or are younger than
your deceased spouse.

Consider inheriting the IRA
as distributions from an
inherited IRA are never
subject to a penalty.
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This option may make
sense, but tailored
planning must occur
based on your situation.

RMD is based on the later
of your life expectancy or
your spouse’s life
expectancy using Single
Life Tables.

